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EDITORIAL: Compromise could revive auto industry
Princeton Packet - Princeton,NJ,USA
Why not structure a rescue plan around a new corporate culture that makes Detroit the world leader in
innovation, that directs the automakers to play a ...
See all stories on this topic

Working People and Good Jobs are the Foundation of Our Economy ...
Huffington Post - New York,NY,USA
Anti-union groups complain about prevailing wage jobs that pay the workers responsible for building our
roads, bridges, mass-transit and energy systems in ...
See all stories on this topic

A green light
Detroit Metro Times - Detroit,MI,USA
There's no end in sight to the foreclosure pandemic that hit southeast Michigan before
most other areas. The Big Three automakers are frantically trying to ...
See all stories on this topic

Joe Soucheray: The nation's economic woes are traced to one source: Me
Pioneer Press - St. Paul,MN,USA
I almost bought a Harley-Davidson T-shirt in the airport Harley store in Detroit a couple of weeks ago,
but I didn't. I didn't need a T-shirt. ...
See all stories on this topic
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Detroit’s Big Dig…
By terroncito
If car sales stop, and automobile values decline precipitously - the way they will if the Big 3 go out of
business - there will be a large impact to state and local government funding of programs - including
mass transit… ...
Terroncito's Thoughts - http://terroncito.wordpress.com/
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Alternative to a Detroit bailout
By Jeremy(Jeremy)
than the high-speed service California's constructing. I, for one, will not move back to the US anywhere
that doesn't have some form of decent public transit. Prompted by Keith Knight's cartoon.
An Indiana Hoosier in the Land... - http://wilcotangofoxtrot.blogspot.com/

Hispanic customers treated to gourmet style shopping
By Adrian Perez, Publisher(Adrian Perez, Publisher)
Once dormant during the depths of light rail construction a few months ago, the intersection of Dobson
Road and Main Street is developing an international flair. With Mekong Plaza offering a major Asian
market and indoor mall, a Detroit ...
Latino Business Review - http://latinobusinessreview.blogspot.com/

The Auto Crisis: Management, Labor and the Struggle for the Future
By John Delloro(John Delloro)
The crisis in the auto industry is about many things: the possible collapse of GM, Detroit gas guzzlers,
auto emission standards, the environment, and the need for mass transportation, among others. But as
became clear this last week, ...
Burning Cane - http://www.burningcane.org/

Lame Duck Session Predictions
By Jon Harrison
Other lame-duck priorities listed by Bishop are similar to what Granholm has proposed: addressing the
foreclosure crisis, expanding Detroit's Cobo Center - home to the North American International Auto
Show - and planning a light-rail ...
Red Tape Blog - http://blogpublic.lib.msu.edu/index.php?blog=5
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